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EFFICIENT STAFF ELECTED FROM 
«    JUNIOR CLASS TO PUBLISH '29 TAPS 
Headed by C. A. Jackson, Ed 
itor, J. B| McLeod, Business 
Manaerer, with Sherman and 
Caughman Art Editors. 
The Tans for the class of '29 has 
been vested in the hands of Junior 
classmen. The staff of editors and 
managers was ele-ted Monday night 
for class nominees. Several .men 
were carefully selected for each 
position, their ability and the na- 
ture of the task for which they 
were chospn were carefully con- 
sidered. From these picked 'men 
the Taps   Staff waS   elected. 
C. A. Jackson, whose work has 
been particularly deserving; wh'le 
here at Clemson was elected Editor- 
in-Ch'ef. In Jackson, at the helm, 
the cla<;s is erHow'fig its confidence 
for a Taps that will (be representa- 
tive of ."lass affij'atioms. To assist 
him, Clvthurn. T. M. has been elect- 
ed. Clyburn has <provon himself 
capable of the responsibility vested 
in him. 
For Busineog Manager. McLeod, | 
J. B. was chosen. McLeod is a 
capable man and well adopted to 
this portion. The business matters 
and ail finances wi'l be turned over 
to "Mac" .and Diekson, R. W. as 
his    aid. 
For     Advertising   Editor,     Lach- 
cotte, F. W., was elected.    For this 
job   a   man   possessing   energy   and 
endurance was flared and obtained 
,Advertising   requires    an    important 
plaice  in the success  of  the  annual. 
MeComb. J. R. will take charge 
of the r>hofograr>hv. Tt is hoped 
that appliance to this duty will ob- 
tain f^r Taps pnrira'its and scenes 
that will require ho strenous imagi- 
nation in revisioning srrand old 
Clemson. McOc-Wb is the man to 
accomplish   this   job. 
J. D. O'quinh was elected Mili- 
tary Editor. O'qtiinn is a hard 
worker and will push his job. A 
similar jAh. that of Clu'bs Editor, 
goes to McOlain, R, N., another cap- 
able   pusher. 
For Athletic Editor. Da.vis. J. N. 
was elected. He will derive the 
secret of a successful display of 
Clemen's   athlei'c   representatives. 
For tha artistic theme, and de- 
velopment two meretorius men 
have been elected. Their 'produc- 
tions have already .been displayed 
in former annuals, and their ability 
is undoubted. An adroit theme for 
the sptf'ngs is expected to be 
created by them. 
The Sat're book has been vested 
in Tom Townsend. Tom's ingen- 
ious mind assures a keen edition 
of  this   section. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
AND KEW TEXTILE 
BUILDING, ASSURED 
Many Improvements Discussed 





Mr. F. R. Sweeny. Anderson en- 
gineer, gave a talk in Chap-el 
Thursday night to the A. S. C. E. 
This talk, which was of a rather 
technical nature, concerned the cal- 
culations he made on the new Engi- 
neering Building, of which "he was 
tho engineer. 
iMr. Sweeny is an old Clemson 
man of the class of '06 and also 
was a member of the faculty for a 
number   of  years. 
In his talk, Mr. Sweeny told how, 
when designing a building the 
usual procedure is to start at the 
top and come down. He told some 
of the unique features of the new- 
building and some of the difficul- 
ties   encountered   in   the   design. 
It will be rememhered that Mr 
Sweeny was fclso the engineer for 
the Library. It is certainly a 
pleasure and a privilege to have 
speakers who prove themselves as 
entertaining and instructive as Mr. 
Sweeny, and we hape that he will 
again  3peak in  the near future. 
A Physical Education building 
and a new Textile Building are 
now definitely in s:ght for Clemson, 
according to information disclosed 
at a meeting of the Alumni Asso- 
ciation at Columbia. The associa- 
tion met on Tuesday, February 21, 
with two large conferences on its 
schedule. At noon, the Alumni 
governing board gathered to con- 
sider it's bus'ness, and the general 
™eetir!g followed at two o'clock. 
The topics demanding particularly 
keen interest were Clemson's Ath- 
let'c development and the proposed 
new buildings. Due to a series of 
mistakes in published announce- 
ments the attendance at this meet 
'ng wa.s not as laree as was ex 
pected but there was a sufficient 
number to transact the necessary 
.business. 
Dr. Sikes, Coach Cody, Mr. W'liis 
Mr. Parker. Mr. Gee, and others 
■""•pre the official representatives of 
the Clemson executive staff. Sena- 
tor Jef ries rresented to the 
Alumni Association, his proposed 
bill for a Spindale tax in South 
Carolina, the proceeds from which 
are to 'be used in the erecting of 
a new textile 'building and the es- 
tablishing of a textile regulating de- 
partment which is to protect the 
manufacturers of this state from 
the competition with inferior pro- 
ducts. The Association went on 
record as approving Senator Jef- 
fries' proposed bill. Dr. Sikes, Mr. 
Willis, Coach Cody, and J. G. Gee, 
Director of Athletics, were among 
the speaikers of the meeting, and 
they presented, to the members of 
the Association a detailed review 
of the present situations at Clem 
son with particular reference to 
athletics. Those present were em 
phatically pleased with Coach 
Cody's policies and voiced their 
confidence in his coaching abilities. 
Director of Athletics, J. G. Gee 
presented to the association the 
the principles on which he proposed 
(Continued   on   page   5) 
GEORSIA BOXERS 
DEFEAT CLEMSON 
Mouledaus    Wins    Only Bout. 
Howard Gets Draw 
-CAC- 
TIGER BROTHERHOOD IS 
NEW STUDENT CLUB 
Prof. J. L. Marshall Heads Or- 
ganization of Society Which 
Adopts     High     Code     of 
The Tiger Brotherhood, an organ- 
ization of Clemson men who have 
for their purpose the iniatating of 
a higher standard of moral conduct 
at Clemson which will certainly 
tend to build a bigger and better 
Clemson, was organized tihree years 
ago. For a short time it existed 
and then for some unforseen rea- 
son it died :a natural death. The 
reason it did not live is because too 
many men were taken into the 
brotherhood. It    was    a      great, 
clumsy edifice of colossal structure. 
A thing of power must undergo a 
slow development of strength and 
magnitude. The brothenhood did 
not follow this logical course of 
growth. 
The   Tiger  Brotherhood  has   been 
revived.      This    time    it    will    live. 
Twenty   Clemson   men   have   formed 
themselves    into    a    nucleus    about 
(Continued   on   page   5) 
In the meet held at the Univer- 
sity of Georgia last Friday night 
Georgia won from Clemson 5-1. 
Mouledcus was the only Clemson 
...an to take his bout, and Howard 
was only able  to  get  a draw. 
The feature match of the even- 
ing came in the lightheavy weight 
class when Hooks of Georgia won 
jom Hinson, Clemson, on a techni- 
cal knockout. The knockout came 
in the second round of a. schedule 
three  round  bout. 
From the showing made at the 
meet held here week before last 
tue Tiger pugilists left here heavy 
favorites with the Cadet corp. 
Other   results   are: 
119 pound class—Kemper, Geor- 
gia, won the decision from MeCau- 
ley, Clemson, in a hotly contested 
bout. The bout had to be carried 
into an extra round to give the 
decision. 
129 pound—Jester, Georgia, won 
the decision from Wells, Clemson, 
in   a   four   round  bout. 
139 pound—Cummings, Georgia, 
took a four pound bout from Vin- 
3on.   Clemson. 
149 pound—Howard, Clemson, 
and Shenriky, Georgia, fought a 
four   round   draw. 
164 pound—Mouledous, Clem- 
son, defeated Paumour. Georgia, in 
a four round, bout. This was the 
only bout of the evening taken by 
Clemson. 
It is noticeable that all the fights 
had to go into an extra round for 
the judges to render their decision. 
The Tiger men must have pushed 
the Georgia men to the limit to 
win the meet. Considering the fact 
that this is the first year that box- 
ing has been tried here the team 
'■■as made a wonderful showing. 
With the improvement that will 
naturally come next year we can 
hope to turn, out a team that will 
be  hard  to  beat. 
TIGERS WIN FIERCE BATTLE FROM 
CAROLINA GAMECOCKS WEDNESDAY 
AUBURN WINS, BUT 
FORCED TO LIMIT 
Tiger Bows to Tiger in Thrill- 
ing Game in Atlanta Fri- 
day Night 





Fayssoux, the man of mystery, 
with his company of co-workers 
will arrive Saturday to entertain 
the Cadets and the people of the 
campus with one of the most mystic 
performances that has ever been 
given  in  this part of  the state. 
Fayssoux has amazed the people 
of many states with his uncanny 
"ibility. he thinks nothing of driv- 
ing automobiles down congested 
streets while blind-folded. To es- 
cape from a locked mail pouch 
after it has been placed in a trunk 
and the trunk then securely locked 
and strapped is child play to him. 
Assisting Fayssoux is Miss Esther 
Mae Heinmann one of the greatest 
Musical Telepathists. She displays 
an uncanny ability in playing selec- 
tions made by the audience while 
she is blindfolded.e and seated at 
the  piano. 
These are only a few of the as- 
tound'ng performances that will be 
offered by this master during the 
evening and we feel sure that every 
one will thoroughly enioy the show 
from ^beginning   to   end. 
 CAC  
MINARET    CLUB   ORDERS    KEYS 
An order was recently placed by 
the Minaret Club, Clemson's stu- 
dent architectural society, for keys 
for the members of the club. The 
njime "Minaret" was chosen early 
this year by the architects and a 
competition held for an appropriate 
design for the key. This competi- 
tion was awarded J. j W. Cunning- 
bam, president of tbfe club. The 
key is of old gold, i fairly small, 
and is significant of j the name of 
the  club. 
Past performances and the old 
trusty dope faltered, and wavered 
an came perilously close from top- 
pling from their lofty perches Fri- 
day afternoon in the first round of 
the seventh Southern Conference 
Basketball Tournament when an 
inspired and hard fighting Clem- 
son team left the misty shadows of 
mediocrity to hover for a fleeting 
moment on the brink of fame and 
championship hopes when the migh- 
ty Auburn five was held to a 27 
to   26  victory. 
For four long hours the crowd 
that had turned out for the first 
round engagements had waited in 
vain for thrills and excitement. For 
that many hours sportswriters had 
yawned and racked their brain for 
some glimmer of drama on which 
to construct a story. Came five 
o'clock and the end of the A. & M. 
Td Washington and Lee encounter. 
Four games gone and not a thrill. 
The crowd waited, for was not the 
Auburn team to have a workout 
against Clemson? It might be well 
to wait and see this great five that 
had galloped through opposition in 
such ruthless fashion. It could 
hardly be more than workout at 
best, for while Josh Cody was 
known to be a good coach he could 
not create miracles and Clemson 
had shown little  so  far this season. 
So thought those at the court- 
side at 5:15 when the Gold and 
Purple clad warriors of Clemson 
trotted out against the Orange and 
Blue of Old Auburn. One hour 
later those same skeptics, bathed 
in a flood of hysteria freely mixed 
with emot-'on, were carrying the 
priceless memory of having seen a 
team inferior in basketball techni- 
que and court exeprience rise to 
equal terms with its mighty rival 
through sheer grit indomnitable 
fighting spirit. It was a great 
sight. Its memory should be one 
of the priceless heritages of South- 
ern  sports. 
At the  very opening  of  hostilities 
the pupils of Josh Cody were cloth- 
ed with   a   mantle   of   inspired   fight. 
(Continued   on   page   5) 
 CAC  
Two Extra Periods Necessary 
to Decide Winner—Wood- 
ruff Tossed Deciding Basket. 
ANNUAL ATHLETIC 
BALL FRIDAY NIGHT 
Jungaleers   and   Cavaliers    In 
Musical Clash 
The annual Athletic Ball which 
is one of the most brilliant dances 
of the session will be officially 
ushered ■ in next Friday evening, 
March 2nd., in the college mess- 
hall. 
This dance, given by the mem- 
bers of the Block; "C" Club, is al- 
ways an elaborate and gala affair, 
and this year will be no exception 
to the standard which we set many 
years ago. No efforts have been 
spared to make this years Athletic 
Ball one of the most gallant in re- 
cent   years. 
Work has already been started 
on the decorations. The mess-hall 
will be very effective with its mass 
of strainers of varied colors, and 
with its twinkling and blinking 
lights of red. purple, green, yellow 
and   many   other colors. 
The  Clemson   Jungaleers  and   the 
The Clemson Basketeers last 
Wednesday night again added an- 
other laurel to their victories. The 
game was with the Carolina Game- 
cocks and was one of the most 
thrilling in many a basketball sea- 
son. 
The Tigers and Gamecocks, keen 
but friendly rivals, fought and 
growled for 40 minutes over one 
of the best basfketball games of 
the season. After two additional 
periods of play, which were nip 
and tuck throughout, the Clemson 
Tigers' victorious roar was heard; 
thus ending the Carolina and 
Clemson Basket ball season. The 
final   score   was   48   to   4 6. 
This was Clemson's second vic- 
tory over the Carolina five, but 
this game was not such a decisive 
victory as the first, which was play- 
ed at Clemson. The 'basketball 
fans present saw two good teams 
in    action    and   playing    their    best 
The game started off with some 
very, close guarding, an'l it was 
fully four minutes before any 
pointers were chalked. The first 
three chalked were Clemson's for 
a shot from the foul If«e and a 
field, goal by Asbill. Tl'en Asbill 
and McGlone each added a field 
goal to boost un the Tiger score. 
Holcombe, of Carolina was the 
main reason for the Gamec^ks' 
score mounting up. Fouls on both 
sides were in plenty. There were 
at least 25 points made on fouls 
alone. The half ended 24 to 21 
in   fa'vor  of   Clemson. 
Right at the beginning of the 
second half. Holcombe tossed in a 
neat field goal. Then Clemson be- 
gan boosting up her s°ore and be- 
fore Carolina recovered the score 
was 39 to 25. favor Clemson. The 
Gamecocks after a little got a good 
eye on the basket and just .as the 
final whistle blew the score was 
tied   all in   a   knot,   41   even. 
An additional period of five 
minutes was then played. Both 
teams fought to pile their score 
higher, but when the five minutes 
terminated the score was again 
tied,   45  to  45. 
A second additional five minutes 
was played to bring albout results. 
Jones fouled Holcombe and he 
added a point to the Gamecocks' 
score. The Carolina five now had 
a one point lead. Then Pritchard 
fouled Eskew and he knotted the 
score 46 ,all. With less than one 
minute to play, Woodruff wormed 
in a neat basket for the T'gers as 
the period ended. The final score 
was   48  to  46. 
The    lineup: 
Clemson   48 Carolina   48 
Asbill  13 F Clark   3 
Hewitt  7 F Fair    8 
McGlone 8 C Holcombe  28 
Woodruff  4 G Chandler   4 
Lester G Prifhard   3 
Referee, Eisenmann (Citadel). 
Time of reriods, 20 minutes each. 
Extra   periods,   5   minutes   each. 
Clemson Cavaliers will stage a 
friendly battle of music. Both of 
these orchestra are of the best 
quality, and are highly recommend- 
ed by all who have heard them. 
Everyone can be assured, that these 
two orchestras will live up to their 
reputation and that they will give 
the dancers the best that is in their 
instruments. 
The Athletic Ball is one dance 
that any Cadet would not wish to 
miss. It lives in the memory of 
the wearers of the Block "C". It 
lives in thj memory of all Cadets 
and visitors as a successful dance. 
It maikes Alumni remember their 
days   at   Clemson. 
The dance list is in room 401. 
Put that girl's name down and pay 
up before it is too late. 
PAGE   TWO THE     TIGER 
"HE    ROAKS    FOR    CLEMSON' 
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college 
••ssioa, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College. 
Entered as Second   Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, 
louth Carolina. 
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It has often been said that the greatest need of the world 
today is Gentlemen. And in this day of recklessness and fast 
living this truth is more evident than ever before. The world 
is moving faster in a social and industrial way, but the men 
that really count in the business world are those that live and 
act according to the standards of long ago. To be a gentle- 
man one must.not necessarily be well-bred, but he must be 
honorable and if he is honorable he will play fair, talk fair 
and work fair. 
Since all these conditions go hand-in-hand toward the de- 
velopment of a gentleman just how many Clemson cadets can 
truthfully say that they can measure up to these standards? 
Very few of us can consciously say this, yet there is not one 
of us who would not fight if someone should insinuate that we 
are not gentlemen in the fullest meaning of the word. But 
there are things happening every day here on the campus and 
in the neighboring towns during the week-ends that are not 
becoming the actions of cadets who call themselves gentle- 
men. Only recently a crowd of cadets and an elderly lady 
were waiting for a bus. The bus arrived and the cadets piled 
in completely filling it, making it necessary to hire an open 
car to take the lady to her destination. The day was cold and 
windy and the bus driver asked for a volunteer to go in the 
open car so that the lady could ride in the bus out of the wind 
and cold. Not one of the boys responded. This is a deplorable 
incident and it is to be regretted that not one of those cadets 
present was man enough to give up his seat to this lady. 
We feel sure that this is not the attitude of the cadet corps 
but just that of a few cadets whose actions are causing the 
whole corps to be criticised. Lets see if the attitude of this 
small number of cadets cannot be changed so that the people 
of South Carolina can say that the Clemson Cadet is a Perfect 
Gentleman. 
society meetings. Some of us don't 
belong, others join but stop attend- 
ng alter the first few times. Yet 
.tost of us are ill at ease before 
.n audience, save that of a bull 
ession. But like the human be- 
ags we are, we are unaware of 
je opportunity "lying at our feet" 
ntil  it  is too  late. 
Under the head of "Locals" \re 
And: 
"Mr. ,    of    the    clfiss 
of '02, visited Clemson a few days 
igo while on his way home from 
Pittsburg,. Pa. He had with him 
a wife to whom he was married a 
.'ew   weeks   ago." 
Probably he left those espoused 
at an early date  at home. 
Coach F. J. Shaughnessy recently 
returned to Clemson from an ex- 
tended   tour   of   northern   cities. 
We call time out for a moment 
to tell the graduates og '08, or 
any who were attending Clemson 
in 1908, if they have ,any reminis- 
cences of the days twenty years ago 
which they -would like to be put 
!n this column, to send them in, ad- 
dressed to "Glancing Backword" 
:n care of the "Tiger." We would 
appreciate   it. 
CA C  
COLLEGE ORATORICAL 
ASSOCIATION MEETS 
The Executive Committee of the 
South Carolina Intercollegiate Ora- 
torical Association held its annual 
meeting at the Jefferson Hotel in 
Columbia Feb. 18-19. From a 
standpoint of discussion of tho 
ways and means of remedying the 
disparity of  forensic  interest  in  the 
college throughout the state, the 
meeting w;as most successful. 
Among the steps taken to arouse 
the legartihy of interest in oratory 
of the colleges of the state may be 
found many incentives that should 
awaken the lagging interest exi;-u 
ing here at Clemson. A cup of 
beautiful craftmanship was de- 
voted by Sylvan's of Columbia to 
be awarded the college winning 
first pla^e in the oratorical tilt of 
the year. The orator winning first 
place will also receive a 14-K' medal 
costing approximately forty dollars; 
the winner of second place is to be 
awarded a similar medal costing 
about twenty-five dollars. It was 
not definitely decided where the 
contest was to be held, but offers 
were received from the Chambers 
of Commerce of Rock Hill, Green- 
wood, Columbia, and Charleston 
The president, G. A. Jeffers, of 
Furman was authorized to accept 
the most favorable offer as soon 
as several tentative bids are ar- 
ranged. 
Among tine colleges represented 
were the following: Clemson, Fur- 
man, Citadel, Wofford, P. c'., Col- 
lege of Charleston, Erskine, and 
NewbeTry. R. O. Pickens was the 
executive committeeman represent- 
ing Clemson. G. A. Jeffers of Fur- 
man is President of the Association 
for this year. The yarious offices 
rotate each year from college to 
college. 
Cadets, (here is a good chance to 
make an expense paid trip to one 
o the above mentioned cities. 
Don't miss this chance, and lets 
bring that cup to Clemson. The 
contest will be held about the 
middle of April so get in touch 
with Dr. Daniel immediately and 
find out the prerequisites necessary 
for  entering. 
WEDNESDAY   FEB.   29,   1928 
PRIZE IS OFFERED TO 
S. C. COLLEGE POETS 
Perhaps the slumbering poetical 
abilities of Clemson journalists will 
be awakened by the following letter 
addressed to the Editor of the 
Tiger: 
"We lhave received an announce- 
ment from the South Carolina Poe- 
try Society of ;a prize offered for 
a poem by a student in South Caro- 
lina. This may be of interest for 
the Tiger or you may refer it to 
the editor of the Chronicle. The 
Skylark prize, 310.00, is offered 
by John Bennett, of Charleston, for 
the best student- poem published 
in a college magazine in the State 
of South Carolina during the cur- 
rent year, or written by any stu- 
dent of English Literature in any 
Academy, College or University of 
the State. For further information 
regarding manuscripts students 
may consult the bulletin posted in 
the   Library." 
WEDDING    GIFTS 
SAM ORR TRIBBLE GO 
A Store for Everybody 
Phone 521—140  N.   Main 
Anderson,   -   -      S. C. 
-CAC- 
CLANGING BACKWARD 
 After   perusing   for   a   while  over 
the stately journalistic phrases of 
the February 19-25, 1908, issue 
of the "Tiger", we run afoul of a 
very interesting account of a meet- 
ing of the Columbian Literary So- 
ciety. The program consisted of a 
series of mock trials in which both 
professors and cadets were brought 
ibefore the judge to plead their 
causes in some cooked-up charge 
or other. S. L. Ezell, equipped 
with a heavy duty six gun, acted 
as heriff. Among the accused was 
Professor William Shannon, (Jojo) 
Morrison what was charged with 
Assault and Battery with Intent to 
Snare. Prof. F. H. H. Calhoun 
failed to appear; bond forfeited. 
Captain J. C. Minus was tried for 
Grand Larcency of Senior Privileges 
The remainder of the time was de- 
voted to the trial of a cadet who 
was hauled up on the trivial accus- 
ation of chicken stealing. After 
several hours of comedy, a sentence 
was imposed on the cadet, .and the 
meeting was adjoudned. The en- 
tertainment was characterized by 
the   "Tiger"  as  "exceedingly  droll." 
The Literary societies were one 
of the few means of entertainment 
open to the Clemson Cadet at that 
time. This is the reason that the 
students took so much more inter- 
est in them then than we do now. 
They attended the meetings regu- 
larly, took part in the programs, 
,and unconsciously, so to speak, 
acquired the qualities necessary in 
the makeup of a man who would 
be able to express himself on any 
occasion. 
In our days of week-end leave, 
with only the sky as off limits, 
we  have no  time  to  attend  literary 
. 
"i 
SEEK YE NO FURTHER, DIOGENES . 
THIS jobbie Diogenes was a Greek who left his fruit stand for the commend- 
able purpose of questing for honesty by good old-fashioned lamp-light. And 
now, loud and ever clearer, rings the cry from the housetops: "Diogenes — 
throw away your lantern . . . here's an honest cigarette!    Have a CamelP* 
Camels have but one raison d' etre—to pack the smoke-spots of the world 
with the "fill-fullment" every experienced smoker seeks. Fill your own 
smoke-spot with a cool cloud of Camel smoke, and hear it sing out— 
"Eureka!"  (from the Greek, "Eureka,"  meaning—"Oboy,  here 'tis!"). 
OW28   R.   J.   REYNOLDS   TOBACCO   COMPANY,   W i n s t o n - S a 1 e m ,   N.   C, 
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If Adam came back to earth the 
only thing he'd recognize would he 
the   jokes.—Wisconsin   Octopus. 
THE TIGER'S LAIR 
Cigars,   Cigaretts 
Drinks,   Candies,   Papers 
and   Magazines 
FOWLER'S CIGAR STORE 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
"What's the difference (between 
a  mouse   and   a co-ed?" 
"One harms the cheese and the 
other charms the hes."—U. of Calif 
Farmer: Where did you learn to 
smoke   cigarettes? 
Flapper:  In  Paris. 
Farmer: It's a good thing you 
didn't go to Norway. I hear they 
smoke herrings up there.—Rutgers 
Chanticleer. 
Tess: Down in Blacksburg they 
call me  the  village  queen. 
Alice: That's because so many 
of the town poker players 'have 
held  you.—California  Pelican. 
"What  is  this' thing,  dear?" 
"Only a pawn ticket." 
"Why   don't   you   get   two   so   we 
can  Iboth   go?"—Arizona   Kittykat. 
Ticket   Agent   at   theater)   Stand- 
ing   room   only. 
Bill:   That's  all right.   I'll take  a 
seat   in   the   standing   room.— 
M.   I.  T.  Voo   Doo. 
She: Why doesn't he pick the 
Iball up and run with it? 
He:   Can't;   it's  -dead. 
She: I don't wonder, the way 
they have been treating it. 
"How's your new insurance policy 
Tom. 
"Great. If I die, all the money 
goes   to   my   widow." 
"But suppose you're not mar- 
ried?" 
"Then it goes to my children." 
—O.   C.  N.   Y.  Mercury. 
He was asking her mother's con- 
sent fcr her daughter to come to 
a carnival. The dear lady was 
most anxious, "Are you sure the 
partv   will   he   well   chaperoned?" 
"Yes,   indeed." 
"You   are   'positive?" 
"I  am   certain." 
"Well, then she can't go. I 
want   her  to   have   a  good  time." 
Dartmouth  Jack  O'Lantern 
Oueener: Could I have just one 
kiss? 
Sheba: I don't cater to the retail 
trade.—College   Humor. 
Neighbors  used   to   drop  in  for  a 
call;   now   they  call   in   for a   drop. 
—Okla.   Whirlwind 
She: And what 'is your profes- 
sion? 
He:   I'm   an   arjnv officer. 
She: Army? What army? I 
dirln't know we were at war wit a 
anyone. 
"Yon're wanted on the tele- 
phone." 
"Tell 'em I'm taking a bath." 
"I did rtmt they said they didn't 
believe  it." 
"Then I'd better answer it; it 
must be somebody who knows me 
pretty well!"—Ohio  State Sun  Dial. 
"Whrre   is   Bill?" 
"A.   W.   O.   L." 
"After wnwen or liquor."—Ohio 
State Sun  Dial. 
Mrs. Old-timer: It says here in 
the ipaper that the young girls to- 
day are   abandoning  all restrictions. 
Mr. Old-timer: Well, I'd better 
not  catch   Mabel   without  hers  on- 
He: Do you know why I won't 
marry   you? 
Co-ed:   I   can't   think. 
"You guessed it."—Williams' 
Purple  Cow. 
One: I came home last night and 
found  a  sailor  kissing  my  wife. 
Two:  What did you do? 
One: Nothing, I used to be a 
sailor  myself. 
Visitor (distractedly): Doctor, 
my husband complains of seeing 
dots before his eyes. 
"I hardly think that is causo for 
serious   alarm." 
"But, dcclor, he tries to sign his 





PURE PORK SAUSAGE, MEATS, 
and PURE LARD 
BALENTINE   PACKING   COMPANY 
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THE RUG WITH A LONG LIFE 
"The rug Dad gave us when we were married ten 
years ago is not a back number yet, we'll use it in 
the dining room, and get another to match the new 
living room furniture," a happy thought heard in 
our rug department. Living room, dining room, bed- 
room and porch is the usual career of a rug and 
good ones put in many years covering the span. 
Rugs for a new house, for a room you are re-furnish- 
ing, large rugs and small ones—you will find a splen- 
did assortment here—both domestic and foreign. 
MEYERS-ARNOLD  COMPANY-  INC. 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Mail Orders Promptly Filled 


























THE   PALACE CAFE 
N. Main Street Anderson, S. C. 
Headquarters of taste for Clemson Men 
lasasigigisgisiisMgffi 
mm 
MILD?. L /VERY MILD... AND 
YET THEY SATISFY 
w. E STATE it as our hon- 
est belief that the tobaccos 
used in Chesterfield ciga- 
rettes are of finer quality 
and hence of better taste 
than in any other cigarette 
at the price. 
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
CHESTERFIELD 
ClGARETTES 
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NOMINATIONS   FOR   NEW 
OFFICERS    OF    THE 
Y.  M.  C.   A.   FOR   1928-2!). 
On last Wednesday afternoon the 
nominating committee for new of- 
ficers of the Y. M. C. A. met in 
the club room. The comm>ittee was 
composed of Ef. N. Geddings, W. F. 
Mlaner, G. H. •MicCutchen, W.' C. 
Dargarl, L. W. Hart, J. A. Jones, M. 
A. Jones, G. H. Aull, and the three 
secretaries   of   the   Y.   AI.   C.   A. 
Qualifications  that  a  man  should 
possess     a   discussed   in     the   "Tie;- 
er"   in  the   issue   of   February   15, 
were    talked   over   again   in    order 
that   the   committee   might   toe   able 
to   keep   in   mind   what   men   were 
toest fitted for holding office.    With 
these   things   in   mind   the   nomina- 
tions   for   officers   for   the   session 
1928-29   were   made  as  follows: 
For  President: 
H'Shands 
C. W.  Strowman 
For   Vioe-Prcsiclent: 
J. M. Eady 
E.   C.   Murdock 
For Secretary: 
M.  B.  Stevenson 
G. A. Black. 
The election of officers will be 
held on next Sunday evening March 
4, at the regular vesper service at 
6:30. Any active member of the 
Association may vote, and men 
other than those mentioned by the 
nominating committe may be nomi- 
nated at the meeting. Every active 
member should feel the responsi- 
to'lity of electing the officers and 
should des're that the most capable 
men toe elected. Results of the 
election will be published in the 
"Tiger"   next  week. 
c A c  
The program for Vesiper Service 
was opened by a special selection 
from a nnartette composed of 
Me^sers Morrow, Crain, Crouch, 
and Hall. The selection, "Open 
Mine Eyes" was well rendered and 
enjoyed. It was announced that 
the npecial music for next Sundsy 
would be given under the direction 
of Mrs. J. G. Gee, of the Episcopal 
Church. 
Rpvprend Estes. pastor of the 
Walhalla Presbyterian Church, was 
the princiral speaker of the even- 
ing. He 'began his tak by relating 
the parable of a merchantman who 
sold all of his possessions in order 
to obtain a pearl. It was stated 
that Christ used the pearl to illus- 
trate in this case because the value 
of the pearl, like practically noth- 
ing else, is interchangeable between 
the  oriental  countries. 
"We are all seekers." said Mr. 
Estes, "after something we don't 
have." This is especially true 
when a college is taken into con- 
sideration, because nearly every 
student has a definite aim in view 
and is trying to ascertain this goal. 
If people did not strive for thai 
which they do not have, and if 
everybody were satisfied, this world, 
would soon take on a very notice- 
able   change. 
The   second     thought     that   Mr. 
Estes   brought  out was:   this   price- 
less    pearl    which    everyone    should! 
seek   is   of a   spiritual   nature   and 
not   of   a   material   substance.   Some 
of  the   worldly   things  we   seek   are j 
autotnob'les,    dress,    health,    wealth,' 
and friends.     These   are all   mighty 
r'"'     ""d    e=recially   is   this   true' 
of health and friends; but, there 
is one thing, greater than these— 
the   priceless  pearl. 
The last thought of the talk 
'brought out the fact that the price- 
less pearl can be obtained only by 
means of self-denial and work, and 
in order that the pearl may be 
kept, it must be worn so that it 
may toe a constant manifestation of 
one's  life  every day. 
The program was closed by a 
duet sung toy Mr. Morrow and Mr. 
Hall. 
 CAC  
PICTURE   SCHEDULE 
Thursday, March 1st—Vera Rey- 
nolds   in   "Corporal   Kate." 
Friday      March 2nd—Adolphe 
Menjou   in   "Serenade." 
■Saturday, March 3rd—"Partners 
Again" A Potash and Perlmutter 
Story. 
Sunday, March 4th—Vesper Ser- 
vice, 6:30 or just after the cadet's 
supper. Good music, interesting 
pictures, good talks, and good sing- 
ing every  Sunday  evening. 
Monday, March 5th—Tim McCoy 
in "The Frontiersman" 
Tuesday, March 6th—Billy Dove, 
in   "The Love   Mart." 
Wednesday,   March   7th—Probably 
"Gugalo"   Starring   Rod   LaRoque. 
It might he well to note that 
the Evening Watch group on Com- 
pany "C". led by E. B. Earlev 
and C. W. Stroman, has the high- 
est average for attendance for the 
past week. 35 was the average at- 
tendance. This group is to be con- 
gratulated on their good work and 
it is hoped that this excellent aver- 
age can be maintained in this group 
and that it may be reached dy 
other  groups. 
MRS.   HODGES   HOSTESS   AT   "Y" 
A new office has been created at 
the Y. M. C. A. that will no doubt 
he of great interest to the cadets. 
Mrs. G. H. Hodges has consented to 
fill this position, that of hostess, and 
she is particular suited for this 
work. Anytime you feel down- 
hearted, caused perhaps by the fail- 
ure to receive a letter, go to see 
Mrs. Hodges. She will be glad to 
help you in any way possible, per- 
haps a little music will help, if so, 
she will be glad to play the piano 
or the "Vic," and again it may be 
something you would like to read 
and don't know just exactly what it 
is. In that case she will help you 
select something, and advise you 
what is Wt. Donations of books 
and pamphlets will be made by 
people over the state. The students 
will be allowed to take these to 
their rooms. An effort will be made 
to create a desire in the student 
to read good literature and appreci- 
ate good  music. 
The "Y" lobby and reading room 
will be made more attractive and 
home-like through the efforts of 
the new hostess. New curtains have 
been added in the reading room, 
and plans are being made to add 
new ones in the ladies club room. 
Every effort will be made to make 
the room more convenient and pleas- 
ant for the students. Arrangements 
have been made to keep fresh 
flowers in the rooms at all times. 
These new plans should be a great 
cure  for  "freshmen  home sickness." 
GAOET JOURNALISTS - 
WILL RECEIVE CREDIT 
After considering investigation 
of the work done by the students 
on the college publications, the 
English faculty has consented to 
give credit in that department for 
journalistic work. Prof. John D. 
Lane, Chairman of Student Publi- 
cations, has given much study to 
the situation and has formulated 
a system which should prove hi?n- 
ly beneficial to all concerned. The 
new credit system will undoubtedly 
be an inspiration to all members 
of the Tiger and the Chronicle 
staffs. 
Following is the official commun- 
ication received from the Publica- 
tions   Committee: 
In order to stimulate interest' 
in the periodicals published by the 
students of Clemson, to improve 
the standard thereof, and to pro- 
mote and fnster their general wel- 
fare with the hope that they may 
berome more worthy of the pur- 
pose they serve, the Committee 
iheTe'hy announces a plan for re- 
cognition of satisfactory service 
rendered by the Tiger, and Chron- 
iclo   staffs. 
1. In the year 1927-'28, credit*. 
:n English shnll be awarded tc 
Senirrs only. The basis of the 
credit hour shall be three hour., 
"f actuil work a week in the de 
rartment of the periodical to whir 
the student is appointed  or elected. 
2. No student shall he allowed 
to acmiire more than three hours 
of  credit  during  one  semester. 
3. There credits shall be regard- 
ed as electives and shall not b<3 
substituted    for- required   courses. 
4- TVs ruling shall be retro- 
active to the extent of the first 
semester. 
5. The English Division shall be 
required to pass upon the quality 
of each candidate's contributions 
tor the semester, and shall have 
the power to disqualify a prospec- 
tive recipient because of the in- 
feriority   of   his  wcrk. 
7.  If    at    the    end   of    the    first 
^Parker is 
Permanent 
oAt ^5 and $J 
(according to si^c) 
*You Need Pay No More —You 
Need Never Buy Another Pea 
'semester of next year the esprit 
de corps shall warrant the action 
the committee shall draft a more 
comprehensive plan basing the 
credit as stipulated in -article num- 
ber   one. 
8. The editor shall keep an exact 
record of the time expended by 
each member of his staff during 
the semester. He shall consider 
the   total   number   of   hours   spent 
rather   than   the   distribution. 
9. The committee recognizes 
these periodicals as student enter- 
prises. It is aware that only the 
pride oif those who produce them 
;an enhance their literary vahie. 
This plan purports only to be a 
gesture of good-will and encourage- 
ment. 
Jno.   D.   Lane. 
Chairman;   Student   Publications 
^^♦♦^^^♦^^^♦^♦^♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^^♦i* 
After a lapse of several week3 
the honorary engineering fraternity 
of Clemscn, The Eta Epsilon Sigma, 
held a very important business 
meeting February 23. 1928. The 
main issue of the evening was the 
appointment of six committees to 
begin work on the petition for tho 
installation of the National Eni- 
neering Fraternity. The Tau Beta 
Pi. A committee was also appoint- 
ed to look up the grades of the 
Juniors. In a very short time the 
society is going to pledge approxi- 
mately ten percent of the Juniors 
to l:econ:e members of the Et<i 
Epsilon Sigma. These Juniors will 
be   chosen   from   those   having   the 
highest   scholastic   standing  for   the 
past two and a half years work. 
CAC  
A.   S.   C.  E.   INSTALLS   OFFICERS 
At a recent meeting of the A. S. 
C. E. three efficient officers were 
installed. They are as follows: 
G. V. Whetstone, president; C. E. 
Pritt, Vice-President; and L. M. 
White, Secretary and Treasurer. 
The-e men are all capable of filling 
the-'r respective positions and tne 
society should toenefit by their elec- 
tion. 
 CAC  
CALHOUN   MEETS 
On the night of February  20, the 
Calhcun   Literary   Society   gave   tha 
following  program: 
Oration:—M.   A.   Jones 
Witticisms-—M.  B.  Farrar 
Reading—J.   C.   Galloway 
Declamation—M.    B.    Ware 
Parker Duofold writes 
rncro cosily because cf 
Prcssurclcss Touch. 
The Ikjki weight cf tho 
pen iioclf starts and 
keeps £: writing. I To ef- 
fort, no fatiguo. There 
is Jeweler's Precision 
in its making, co it at ay a 
cccurcio if you use good 
ink and hecp it clean. 
No:i-Brcchcble 
Then Parhcr Per- 
raanitc Barrclo (20 <yb 
lighter end 100 times 
ctronger than tho rubber 
formerly used) make the 
Duofold Non-Break- 
ablo. Thus Duofold fea- 
tures cro protected 
against damage. 
She graduated points, 
three eisc3 cf barrels, 
five flashing colors, give 
man or woman wido 
selection to suit hand 
and taste. 
Look for "Gco.G. Par- 
ker—Duofold" on each 
pen (pencils to match) 
to bo sure of the genuine. 
TH3 PARKIR TEN COMPANY 
IUNESVILLE, WIS. 
R-d end Black Color Combination 




















Presentation Sabres, Belts, Flags and All 
Military Supplies 









Uniformer  of   Clemson College Cadets        & 
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— VISIT — 
THE   TOASTEE   SHOP 
WHEN IN GREENVILLE 
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SOCIETY    BRAND    CLOTHES 
| 
Dobbs Hats Berger Shirts       | 
HARRY G. McBRAYER,  INC.       jj 
Clemson Men when in Anderson Make Us 3 
P 
Your Headquarters 
ANDERSON - SOUTH    CAROLINA 1 
I 
m 







THE  ELITE  CONFECTIONERY  AND 
TEA   ROOM 
121 East Main Street 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
CANDIES,   SODAS,   ICE   CREAM,   LUNCHES,   CIGARS 
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PHYSIC JAL   EDUCATION   AND 
TEXTILE  BUILDING  ASSURED 
(Continued    from   page    1) 
to direct the athletic policy of the 
Tigers and in addition he g,ave the 
alumni the correct information con- 
cerning the over renounced athle- 
tic relationship with Furman, P. C, 
and Wofford. A vote of confidence 
in the abilities of Mr. Gee was ,also 
passed   by   the   members   present. 
A report on the activities of the 
Physical Education Building Com- 
mittee was presented at the meet- 
ing. It was stated th,at the can- 
vass for contribution was not yet 
complete and that there were many 
favorable prospects yet to 'be seen; 
however, the treasuerer of the com- 
mittee h,as over 1100,000 in 
pledges on hand at the present 
time. 
These prospects are enough to 
place the new building definitely 
within sight, and. more concrete 
information is expected in the near 
future. 
 CAC  
SWIMMERS MEET GA, 
TECH APRIU ATLANTA 
Swimming, one of the latest ad- 
ditions to the srort curriculum at 
Clemson, is creating much interest 
among the students as shown by 
the number that report for practice. 
These men are being trained by 
"Hioltzy". We feel sure with good 
material from which to pick a 
team and a coach such as "Holtzy", 
that the Tiger tank men are sure 
to have a good team and will win 
many meets. 
Tne first inter-collegiaite meet 
that the team will engage in is 
with Georgia Tech in Atlanta on 
April the 7tih. Other meets are 
pending, but no definite date or 
place has -been decided upon as 
yeit. The team has been assured 
though that it "will have the privi- 
lege of meeting a number of other 
swimming teams from colleges both 
in and out of state. 
>Tihe swimming events that the 
team will engage in are: 
1.50   yard.   swim. 
2.440    or    220    swim,   preferably 
the   220   yard   swim. 
3. Fancy   diving. 
4. 150   yard   back   stroke. 
5. 200   vard   breast  stroke. 
6. lOOyard   swim. 
7. Relay   race-50-yard. 
In the relay race four men from 
each team will compete in the race. 
In all other events only two men 
from  each team -will compete. 
The scoring for all events ex- 
cept diving and relay race will be 
as follows: 
First place 5 points. 
Second  place  3   points 
Third   place   I  point. 
For  relay  race: 
First  fla.e   5   points. 
Second   place   0   points. 
Diving score as per I. C. A. A. 
used   in   inter-collegiate  swim   meet. 
A. A. C. pool 75 feet long will 
be   used. 
Some of the most outstanding 
candidates for t'he ite;am are. Bob 
Smith, Howard, Lineberger, Turren- 
rentine, Eve, and otihers. WiTu 
such men as these on the team, the 
Tigers are sure to win. The suc- 
cess and popularity of the new 
sport at Clemson depend upon the 
number of men who engage in it. 
So this being the first time that 
swimming team ,has been organized 
at Clemson let's make it a success 
by giving the team our cooperation 
and  support. 
J CAC  
AUBURN    WINS    BUT 
FORCED   TO   LIMIT 
(Continued   from   page    1) 
Not for one second during those 
hectic forty minutes ol" play did 
that athletic asset float away under 
those   Gold   and   Purple   jackets. 
At the opening whistle the Caro- 
linians were a wild fighting bunch. 
A field goal in the first minute 
gave them confidence. Quickly an- 
other was added and before the 
game was five minutes old the 
scoreboard showed the startled 
spectators the onlooked for sight 
of   Clemson   6,   Auburn   0. 
The Alabama machine that had, 
up to this time, crushed practically 
everything in its pathway then ral- 
lied and with both teams playing 
like fiends eased into a slight lead. 
The r-lay was furious. Both team3 
were guarding in superb style and 
few opportunities were given for 
easy throws. The defense of both 
fives was so good that the score 
mounted slowly. With two minutes 
left of the first half, the Plainsmen 
were showing the way at 14-13. 
A flash of purple and Hewitt, who 
had been playing a whale of a 
game, found the hoop and the Caro- 
linians   were      in   the., lead    15-14. 
The   half   ended   with   this   score. 
With the shock of finding their 
progress to the championship sud- 
denly balked in the opening round 
by a set of purple -cagers, the Au- 
jurn five came back with increased 
"ower in the second half. Bu: 
Clemson, having glimpsed fame and 
lv.ry just around the bend and. 
.'ully conscious of the fact thai it 
.vj.s playing great basketball, also 
returned with added fury. In fact 
it was the Cody clan who shot the 
first  goal  after  the  rest period. 
But the machine that had made 
basketball history in the South 
during the last weeks was fighting 
as it had never fought before this 
season. Led by Jelly Akin, who 
had a habit of find-ng the. loop 
irom rather difficult angles, the 
Plainsmen caught the Carolinians 
and bounced into the lead at 20- 
18. At this point Auburn showed 
its best offense, quickly piling up 
three field goals and a foul to lead 
at 27-22. It looked like taps for 
the   Carolina  Tigers. 
At this point "Bud" Esikew, of 
football fame, found the basket 
from long range. His great shot 
was quickly followed by one from 
even greater distance by McGlone. 
The score stood. 27-26 with one 
minute to play. This w.as the final 
score. 
As mentioned- before, Akin was 
the outstanding player for Auburn. 
Dubose with nine points shared 
scoring honors. The defense work 
of Woodruff and Lester, of Clem- 
son, was of a very high order 
while McGlone, with twelve points 
was easily the offensive star for 
the  Palmetto  lads. 
The  lineup  and  summary: 
Auburn  27 Pos.     Gls.    Us.    Ps. 
gardless of the existence of a sys- 
tem. 
"(3) I am resolved that I will 
at all times give my assistance to 
and heartily concur with anything 
and everything which does or will 
tend to make a  greater Clemson. 
"(4) Finally, as a loyal son of 
Clemson and a conscientious mem- 
ber of the Tiger Brotherhood, I 
will, in an undying devotion for 
my Alma Mater, do all that is m 
my power to build a greater and 
better Clemson. My motto shall be 
'One for all; All for one; and All 
for   Clemson."  " 
"^J&^^P *^r *jr^^^ 'W' \^^ ^J^H^H^H^H^HjjjU^H^H^H^H^H^H^H^H^JUJjjU^H^Hj^F 
-CAO 
J. C. Furman, '18, has moved 
from Birmingham to Atlanta. He 
is Publicity Manager of the Howard 
Theatre. 
"W. M. Scaife, '18, is Geodetic 
Engineer, care Director of Coast 
Surveys,   Manilla,   P.   I. 
R. Marvin, '19,- has opened of- 
fices of his own in Architecture in 
Winston-Salem,   N.   C. 
Els F         1 2 0 
Akin F         6 0 0 
Dubose C         4 0 0 
F.  James G         0 1 2 
E.    James G         0 2 4 
Mullen G         0 0 0 
Totals 11 5 0 
Clemson 26 Pos.    Gls. Fls. Pf. 
Eskew F         1 2 0 
Hewett F         1 0 0 
McGlone C         5 2 0 
Woodruff G         1 1 2 
Lester G         2 1 1 
TOTALS 10 6 3 
Referee     Menton. 
r. \r 
TIGER  BROTHERHOOD IS 
NEW    STUDENT CLUB 
(Continued from   page 1) 
wihich a powerful brotherhood of 
Tigers will eventually be united. 
United by the common bond, name- 
ly the building of a greater Clem- 
son in the years to come, the broth- 
ers cannot and will not fail in 
their   purpose. 
Nineteen members of the Senior 
class irom the present aotive mem- 
bership. Professor J. L. Marshall, 
member of the Clemson faculty 
and a loyal Clemson man, has been 
elected by the brothers as first 
honorary member of the society. 
To Mr. Marshall is due the credit 
for the organization of the Tiger 
Brotherhood. Unceasingly Profes- 
sor Marshall lh,as worked for the 
preservation of the brotherhood 
and  for  the upbuilding  of  Clemson. 
C. H. Philpot has been elected 
president of the organization, L. 
W. Shelley, vice-president, and 
H. S. Gault secretary treasurer. 
The members of the society are: 
C. E. Britt, M. D. Crook, H. S. 
Gault, T. L. Huglhston, R. C. Har- 
rington, R. E. McConnel, G. H. 
McOutc'hin, J. A. Maxwell, G. F. 
Parker, C. P. Philpot, E. R. Purvis, 
H. I. Sanedrs, L. W. Shelley, W. 
P. Timmercan, G. L. Thomason, W. 
H. Pressly, G. B. Whetstone, H. 
T.  Williams, T.   G.  Hanner. 
There is nothing secret concern- 
ing this society. It has been in- 
dorsed by the president and ap- 
proved by the commandant. The 
code of ethics which the brothers 
have adopted as their standard to 
live  by  is as .follows: 
"The purpose of the Tiger 
Brotherhood is to initiate and to 
ordain a high standard of moral 
conduct at Clemson College, S. C. 
In accordance with the purpose of 
this brotherhood of Clemson men, 
the members of said organization 
are individually and collectively re- 
sponsible .for the perpetuation of 
the following principles at all 
times. 
"(1) I am resolved tihat I, a 
Clemson man and a Southern 
gentleman, will, in a pursual of 
my most conscientious guidance, 
meet my fellow man, nl every walk 
of life, fairly and squarely as it is 
within my power and ability to do 
so. 
"(2) In the knowledge that a 
gentleman is always on his honor, 
I am resolved that my word if 
honor shall at all times be my 
bond, which is to say that I will 






April 21, 1927 
Larus & Bro. Co., 
Richmond, Va. 
Gentlemen: 
This morning I had a smoking ad- 
venture worth recording. 
Next to me in the smoking car a 
gentleman was puffing his pipe con- 
tentedly. I was not smoking at the 
moment, and the aroma of his tobacco 
intrigued me exceedingly. For twelve 
years I had smoked Edgeworth with- 
out being tempted by any other brand, 
but the fragrance err.anating from the 
pipe of the gentleman beside me was 
so agreeable that I could not resist 
the temptation to speak of it. 
"That is wonderfully fragrant to- 
bacco you have there," I remarked. 
"Would you mind telling me the name 
of it?" 
"It is Edgeworth," he answered. 
We then congratulated each other 
upon our mutual good taste, and I 
decided that I would continue to use 













"NETTLETON"'   AND   BATES-EIGHT 
FOR    YOUNG    MEN      . 
SHOES t 
7 
7 t t 
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J. O. Jones Co. 
























NEW SPRING SUITTS ARE NOW 
ARRIVING AT 
HOKE SLOAN'S 
Come down and see them. Also brand new neckwear 

















f ♦I* GLINT SAYS 
We are viewing the "Trend of Prices" in the same 
manner that the country minister looked upon short 
skirts—e. g. "Brethren, these reflexes which reach 
the brain thru the eye, such as the shortening of 
female apparel are uncontrollable—All I can say is 
Let's Watch and Pray! 
THE TIGER DRY GLEANING PLANT 

















































New Semester Books and 
Supplies Now In Stock! 
GET YOURS EARLY AND BE SURE OF GOOD GRADES 
L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc. 
WHITMAN'S CANDIES (FRESH ™ENT> 
CLEMSON PENNANTS SOUVENIRS 
SCHOOL   SUPPLIES 
Come in and See the New Tiger Stationery 
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; ? OR T s BASEBALL AND TRACK STARTS SPORTS 
S PORT 
M.   M.    CAMPELL 
The people in Atlanta are still talking about the Clemson 
Auburn game. From this writer's view it was the best of the 
games played thru Saturday night. Words fail me and would 
be in vain to describe such a contest. When the time drew 
nigh for the Tiger of the Plains to do battle with the Tiger of 
the Hills the crowd was on the verge of making an exit. The 
chief reason for their staying was to see the wonderful Auburn 
quintet in action. When the referee started the game it was 
another story. Clemson, the underdog, was a fighting maniac. 
Never before have I seen a Clemson team fight as that bunch 
did against Auburn. Auburn was all set for a walk away, 
when presto the Cody five jumped into a six-point lead at the 
very outset. It was all Auburn could do to hold her own;. 
The Tigers were fighting against odds and the dope and they 
were fully aware of the facts. The half ended with the Caro- 
lina Tigers in the lead 15 to 14. 
At the resumption of the game 
the Palmetto Bengals resumed their 
scoring and quickly sank a Ion? 
shot to strengthen their lead. It 
looked like a miserable day for 
Auburn. Auburn soon caught the 
Tigers ,and took the lead 27 to 22. 
Then is when the Clemson five 
fought like all fury. "Bud" sank 
a long one, which was followed by 
another long s'nker Iby McGlone. 
The count stood 27 to 26 in favor 
of Auburn with only a few seconds 
to rlay. An Auburn man fouled 
Bud and he missed his free throw 
and a chance to knot the count. 
Jack Robinson and the timekeeper's 
gun brought to a close one of the 
most exciting and thrilling court 
garner ever witnessed on a South- 
ern   floor. 
Every man on that team deserves 
cred-'t more than you, who did noi. 
witness the game, can ever bestow 
upon them. They -were inspire!: 
they were to go up .against great 
od-'s and were doped to lose. This 
did not shake them. Tbev knew 
that they had to fteht that much 
hPi^e^- and w^en t>e time came 
tbev d'd not fail. This year's bas- 
ketball team is one of the fightinsr- 
est ihunoh ever to represent this 
collie. The characteristics of their 
Leader, Josh Codv, was exemplified 
by the team in that terrifi- tourna- 
ijiont f.tr"-srele PTI* theR° ^haracter- 
ist'es wei-e FIGHT, GRIT ANO 
STICKABIDTTY. Th~u?h they did 
not win the Championship they 
left a favorable impression on 
Southern court fans that will never 
be erased. G'ory to a1! of them 
and   their   Leader,   the  Bfg   Man 
Clemson's first intercollegiate 
boxmg te-m has closed its first 
season. We ■would n"t band t*eV 
campaign as unsuccessful. Having 
been out for only one and a half 
month we think that thev came 
oi't extremely well, considering that 
all of the teams thev fn"srht have 
been out and in training sin-e 
September. Though the team did 
not h^ve the honor of winnin* but 
one meet, tbev have the satisfac- 
tion and distinction of having 
fought on Clemson's first boxing 
team under the leader^hin of a" 
man    whose.   piare    is    g0;ns.   to    bfl 
har-1 to fill. Everyone of the Pu^s 
d'd their very best in everv fl-tit 
that I had the pleasure of witness- 
ing. Next year Clemson is going 
to have o"e of the best Plinth and 
Blow aggregations in the South 
Just, put that out and paSte it in 
ycur choice Wm. C. Rowland head- 
piece. 
Influence, l^st two fights and a 
badly s-mined thumb lost one for 
us aeainst Georgia. Old man flue 
incmacitated one of 0"r men that 
could have won his fi°-ht easily: 
the same demon incnacitated a 
Georgia man who. would ha->re lost 
his fiarht. but. an Indestructible. b"U 
like p'ece of humanity was substi- 
tuted for him and that is the way 
it goes. No alibis, Georgia beat 
us and we have no kick to make 
public. 
Rigg's F-eld is all abu^z with 
the crack'ne of bats, zooming and 
zinring of baseballs, and the thud 
of the pigskin. The STOUTS are 
a mass of humanity. ■ but they are 
not massive enough. The one thing 
that we most of all here is more 
men to try out for the teams. Again 
we say that there are men in bar- 
racks that could make varsity 
teams, any that we have, but who 
are  too   lazy   to   go   ut   for   them. 
Even if you canot make the Var- 
sity teams the experience and satis- 
faction of having tried will be 
gratifying. We have no kick as 
to the coaches and now that we 
have the coaches we want more 
material   for   them   to   select (from. 
"Dizzy" has Ibeen putting the 
boys thru in baseball all of this 
week, and pre-season outlooks are 
very promising. There is quite a 
few new faces out for the nine, 
and there is going to be plenty of 
competition for each berth. Cap- 
tain Dunlap is back with, us this 
year and is as full of pep and 
enthusiasm as ever. The entire last 
year's team with the exception of 
Sexton, who is now with Toronto, 
will   be   out   to   try   for   their   last 
year positions. It is going to be 
a tough fight from start to finish. 
Our first game is just a month 
away. We have it over the grape- 
vine telegraph that Dean Pearman 
will ibe eligilble Arril 1st 
it is no Arril fool  story. 
The track team has been out now 
for the past few weeks. They will 
soon be ready to open up with full 
steam. Captain O'Dell will more 
than likely :be the neucleus around 
which Coach Carson will have to 
form his team. We are looking 
forward to a successful track sea- 
son. 
 CAC  
S. I. G. QUESTIONS 
GUYON'S ELIGIBILITY 
No official notification to the ef- 
fect that Joe Guyon former Carlisle 
Indian star and All-American half- 
back, is ineligible to hold tho post 
of assistant football coach at this 
institution has been rereived as 
yet at Glemson. The only intima- 
tion that Guyons employment as 
assistant coach at Clemson might 
not be in accord with the confer- 
ence rules, has been contained in 
a newspaper report from Atlanta. 
No action will <be taken at Clem- 
son  until the conference   has   ruled. 
In the event of Guyons being 
held ineligible as assistant football 
coach, it will be 'because of pro- 
fessional performances. Guyon 
^layed as a substitute with the 
New York Giants last year, but 
that is not expected to result in 
h's being ruled ineligible, in the 
opinion of numerous football ex- 
nerts who have thoroughly ana- 
lyzed the Southern Conference rul- 
ing -with regard to 'professional 
football   players. 
The   rule   governing this  phase   of 
in Para ".aph Two, Section Eight, 
Article Seven of the constitution 
and by-laws of the Southern Con- 
ference,   wnich reads   as   follows: 
"No institution wlrch is a mem- 
We hope ber of the Southern Conference 
-i-all employ as a mem'ber of its 
coaching staff any football player 
who plays as a member of pro- 
iession   football   team." 
There seems to he but one pos- 
sible interpretation of this ruling. 
In a nutshell it is this: that the 
conference will not permit a mem- 
' er of a coaching staff to also 
be affiliated with a professional 
football team as a player. Tiie 
r"ling makes no mention of past 
performances, 'but specificially re- 
fers to a man "who plays" as a 
member of a professional team, 
thereby implying present or future 
performances. 
According to Coach Gee, Guyon 
went to the New York Giant foot- 
ball team last year as an assistant 
reach. When injuries kept a ■ni.rn- 
ber of the players out of the game 
tne head coach asked Guyon to 
serve as a substitute, and only as 
x substitute did he play with the 
Giant;. 
Guyon has given up professional 
football playing. At the present 
time he has no connection with a 
rofessicnal football team and has 
no intentions along that line for 
the   future. 
CAC  
"ichey.   "Trou'ble"  Purvis,   "Rabbit" 
Hare,   and   "Runt"   Sims  were shin- 
-   f v   the   Chemists. 
Arts and  Science  18 
' tpec"    Farrar 6—F 
"Ic" Jones 4—F 
"Mose"   Moore 2—C 
"B:'b  Ben"  Bleckley 4—G 
"Horse" Warr 2—G 
Chemistry 12 
"Punt"   Sims 4—F 
"Palmolive"   Richey 2—F 
"Rabbit"   Hare 4—C 
"Goat"   Burgess 2—G 
"Shot"   Verdery 0—G 
rrve  second  game  was with "Will 
Roger's"   Senior   Civils. The out- 
ng    siar    for    tne Civds was 
Warr. 
Ai kb  and   Science   20 
"Srec"   Farrar 9—F 
"Ic"   Jones 7 v?i 
"Horse"   Warr 4—C 
"Mose"   Moore 0—G 
"Big   Ben"   Bleckley 0—G 
Civils J6  plus  2* 
"Chick"    Lineberger 2—F 
"f.onny"   ulaze 4—F 
"Mgr."   Garrison 0—C 
"Bill  Linton 6—G 
'Bob"   Midkiff 4—G 
ARTS AND SCIENCE BAS- 
KETEERS    WIN    THREE 
FROM  OPPONENTS 
The first of the three terrific 
struggles for supremacy in basket- 
'ball was with the Chemistry aggre- 
gation. This game was a wonder in 
that there were ro fouls called on 
either team. "Spec ' Farrar, "Mose" 
Moore, "Horse" Warr, "Big Ben" 
Bleckley,   and   "Ic"   Jones   featured 
athletics in the conference is  found  for   the      Academics. 'Palmolive" 
Subs. Civils Moose Blankenship 
and "B" McDowell *Shot by Warr. 
The third and hardest game was 
with Dargans Electrics. This game 
was a hard fought, fast game and 
was less like football than were the 
two preceding it. 
Arts  nd  Science  82 
"Spec"   Farrar 8—F 
"Big  Ben" Bleckley 0—F 
"Mose"   Moore 6—C 
"Horse"  Warr 18—G 
"Ic"  Jones 0—G 
Electricals   13 
"Greek"  Cuttino • 2—F 
"Broad"    Moore F—2 
"John"   Mundy 2—C 
"Ham"    Anderson 0—G 
"Bill"   Marvin 0—3 
Nex;.    fue.-u^y   night    the   Acade- 
mics   will   play   the   fast   "Y"   teaiS 
Ain't It a Grand and Glorious Feelin'? By BRIGGS 
WHEM    Yo<j'fi<E.   AS   WIDE   AWAKE 
AS    A   NIGHT    WATCHMAN   \S 
SUPPOSED    To    BE 
3 
AND   YoU  5UDDENLY   RhMEMBER 
Y<3U   LEFT   A    PACK   IN   Tr-lS 
DOOR   POCKET   OF   VCI/R   CZAR. 
AND    YO\J FINALLV DECIDE  lb 
GET   <JP   AND   vSMoKS   AM 
OLD   GOLD 
I'M <3LAD I'M 1 
J^<?T AM ESKlMOl 
IM£   NUCSHT-S        /' 
AB£  Six. / 
MONTHS   LO/J6/ 
UP   THERE    J 
AND    VOU  DASH   OUT"   TO   THE.. 
GARAGE   IN  YOUR PAJAMAS 
To <SET i~  ANO FIND rr?» 
— ArsD   Y<3<J  BARK   YOUTJ.   SHIMS   ON 
THE   LIV/II>J<3 I^OOM TABue 
TRYING   To   RiNP AM   0.<3. THAT 
ISN'T   THERE 
/    NOT  AM 
OLD GOLD 
'// 
OH-M-H    BOY? AIM'T   IT A 
FEBLIW « «? 
OLD 
The Smoother and Better Cigarette 
 not a cough in a carload 
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